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Abstract—As the world advances it becomes increasingly
technology-dependent, bringing together infrastructure and tech-
nology to improve the quality of life for the citizens. Smart cities
have become the future of urbanization. Since the priority of
a city is to protect its citizens, a video surveillance system is
required to ensure their safety. This paper proposes a multi-
camera cloud-Edge surveillance system for smart cities and
homes. Multiple units of Raspberry Pi act as the Edge Computing
device that streams and summarizes the processed video footage.
After summarizing the video to reduce its length and size, it
sends the videos to the cloud (virtual machine). The cloud
applies resource-intensive computer vision algorithms such as
detecting motion, objects including humans, weapons, and fire.
Furthermore, it manages the recorded surveillance videos, stores
them in the database, and alerts the user if a threat occurs. The
experimental results show that the time taken to perform these
tasks was reduced by an average of 83% for the object detection
models.

Index Terms—Edge Computing, Video Summarization, Video
Surveillance, Raspberry Pi, IoT, Machine Learning, Deep Learn-
ing, Object Detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

A smart city is a technologically modern urban area that
uses electronic methods, voice activation methods, and sensors
to collect specific data. The collected data is employed to
manage assets, resources, and services efficiently. One such
infrastructure is the security system, which is necessary to
ensure safety and comfort for the cities’ citizens. However,
surveillance cameras record 24-hour live streams, which leads
to a large amount of redundant data.

Conventional video surveillance systems consist of several
cameras that act as video recorders, which record a high
amount of surveillance footage and save that footage onto mass
storage devices, footage that needs to be further analyzed by
humans to detect and react to potential threats. However, for
a camera operator to look into the camera footage every day
for multiple cameras in a place full of people is impractical.
Which makes it a costly process, and there is no guarantee

that they won’t miss any details. Ideally, we want to detect
and react to threats in real-time or as soon as possible.

Another problem is that the extensive amount of data takes
a lot of storage space, which proved to be very costly in
terms of needed hardware. The final issue we are trying to
address is that the current conventional security systems only
act as eyes that record the crime or incident but lack the brain
to analyze the footage. Consequently, these systems do not
offer real-time security, so what is needed is a security system
that takes advantage of recent advancements in technology
to deliver security that offers real-time threat detection and
alerting responsible parties.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Video surveillance and video analysis constitute active areas
of research. Currently, there is a wide range of video surveil-
lance systems that have been implemented to address a wide
array of problems.

[1] presented a heuristic architecture model for an on-board
video surveillance system, which addressed the need for video
surveillance in Transportation (Busses). The system consisted
of a cloud server and Raspberry Pi boards as the Edge Nodes.
[2] proposes a privacy-preserving real-time social distancing
breach detection system, The system uses a combination of
people detection and tracking algorithms to identify social
distancing breaches. To ensure privacy they used a federated
learning approach to allow computation on edge devices.

[3] developed a fog computing infrastructure, which uses
the deep learning models to process the video feed generated
by the surveillance cameras. [4] presents a framework to
recognize abnormal activities of students during exams, such
as copies of the answers from hidden sources or peeking
at others’ answers papers. The main features to identify the
suspicious behaviors are Head, Iris, and Hand movements
captured on the video surveillance cameras.

[5] proposed an Internet of Medical Things system that
uses deep learning to detect diversified types of COVID-



19 symptoms and generate reports and alerts that can be
used for medical decision support. [6] addressed the issue of
network bandwidth and the need for quick response in medical
applications by using Edge Computing. The proposed system
incorporates background subtraction and deep convolution
neural network algorithms on moving objects to detect and
classify abnormal falling activity on the network’s edge.

[7] proposed a video surveillance-based system for im-
proving road safety, by detecting various traffic pre-events
from traffic videos, such as speed violations, one-way traffic,
overtaking, illegal parking, and wrong drop-off location of pas-
sengers. [8] adopts the collaborative Cloud-Edge architecture
to analyze surveillance video and extract video keyframes for
compressing video data at the edge.

III. SMART CLOUD-EDGE VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

The system proposed in this paper is a smart cloud-based
surveillance system enhanced with a video summarization
algorithm that can work in real-time. As shown in Fig. 1, the
system has three main sections, which are the Edge section,
the central section, and the cloud section. The Edge section
consists of multiple cameras connected to Raspberry Pis. The
Raspberry Pi records the footage captured through the camera,
summarizes them, then sends the recordings to the middle
section consisting of a Main Raspberry Pi. The Main RP
is responsible for compressing the received videos. Finally,
the cloud is responsible for storing the recorded data and
running resource-intensive algorithms such as humans, fire,
and weapons detection. In case of any irregularity, the cloud
will alert the users.

Fig. 1. Video Surveillance System Diagram

A. Video Summarization using Deep-Learning

In this section, we provide an overview of our approach
in video summarization using Deep Learning. As shown in
Figure 2, the algorithm takes an input video from the Rasp-
berry Pi, separates it into frames, and preprocesses it to remove
noise. After that, the preprocessed frames are passed to the
shot segmentation and image memorability score prediction.

1) Shot Segmentation: Feature extraction is a dimensional-
ity reduction process where an initial set of the raw data is
divided and reduced into more manageable groups, eliminating
redundant data and making the processing stage faster and

Fig. 2. Flowchart for the Deep Learning Video Summarization.

more accurate. In our implementation, MobileNetV2 [9] was
responsible for this stage, where we divided the video into
segments. As shown in Figure 3, the expansion layer acts as a
decompressor that first restores the data to its complete form.
After that, the depthwise layer performs the filtering process.
Finally, the projection layer compresses the data.

Fig. 3. MobileNetV2 Filter Design. Source [10]

2) Key Frame Extraction: In Key Frame Extraction, the
MemNet model was used to score each frame’s memorability.
A higher memorability decides the frames considered in the
final summarized output video. The model classifies different
images with the same level of memorability under the same
label. Furthermore, the model was retrained on LaMem data
set [11] which is a large data set of 60,000 images specifically
made for this model.

B. Video Summarization using Mixture of Gaussian (MoG)

In this section, we explain the video summarization using
Mixture of Gaussian. The algorithms had three main phases
starting from Frame Pre-processing, followed by background
modeling and subtraction, and finally, post-processing.

1) Frame Pre-processing: In this phase, the input data are
cleaned from noise and other unneeded features depending
on the application. In our video summarization algorithm, a
simple Gaussian filter followed by a gray-scale transformation
was enough as pre-processing. The Gaussian filter removed
noise while the gray-scale transformation enhanced the per-
formance of the background modeling algorithm and reduced
the required processing time.

2) Background Modelling and Subtraction: Background
subtraction is a way of eliminating the background from an
image. The Mixture of Gaussian(MoG) algorithm performed
this task. the MoG algorithm was proposed in [12] and later
improved in [13]. the advantage of this algorithm is that
it uses multiple Gaussian distributions to classify the image
into background and foreground. Furthermore, the number of



Gaussian distributions is adaptive depending on the scenes
captured, providing better adaptability to varying scenes due
to illumination changes and other factors.

3) Post-processing: The image obtained initially will re-
quire some processing steps to enhance its detection. The
post-processing methods used consisted of Thresholding and
gaussian blur. After that, if the motion area exceeds 0.05%
of the frame dimensions, the frame is determined to contain
motion. The frames with motion are saved, while those without
motion are discarded.

C. Cloud-based surveillance system

This section is a general overview of the cloud-based
surveillance system and its components. The system runs on a
virtual machine and consists of a ReactJS website, two servers
with different technologies (Flask, NodeJS) to handle the main
algorithm and the website, a MongoDB database, and other
cloud services.

1) Cloud computing and capabilities: A Microsoft AZURE
virtual machine handles the resource-intensive system al-
gorithm. A virtual machine provides security, convenience,
accessibility, security, and ease of use. The created machine
had virtual CPUs, a large RAM, and an Nvidia GPU, which
is crucial since hardware acceleration is only applicable on
Nvidia GPUs. The other cloud services used are Google’s
Gmail and google drive APIs. The Gmail API allowed sending
email alerts to the users. Finally, Google Drive API allows
users to upload relevant recorded videos or images taken by
the system to their drive.

2) Object detection: To implement object detection, Yolov4
[14] is used because it is the most suitable for real-time
applications. We trained multiple custom models with YoloV4
and YoloV4-tiny to detect Humans, guns, rifles, and Fire.
YoloV4 had higher accuracy but required more processing
time, while the YoloV4-tiny had lower accuracy and shorter
processing time.

3) User Interface: The users’ access to the system was
through a specifically created Website. The system was ac-
cessible from any PC with an internet connection. The users
can add or delete camera connections, watch live streams,
enable or disable features, and view recorded footage. Finally,
A database stored information such as credentials / Email and
Settings / Camera connections.

IV. RESULTS

A. Hardware Specification

These tests were done on a laptop with the following specs:
Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7500 CPU @2.70GHZ

2.90GHz. Ram: 16GB. GPU: NVIDIA GeForce 940MX 4GB.
Operating System: Windows 10.

B. Datasets

1) The Virat Dataset: Virat Dataset [15] is a large-scale
video data-set designed to assess the performance of visual
event recognition algorithms, with a focus on continuous
event recognition in outdoor regions. The data-set consists of

many outdoor scenes with actions occurring naturally by non-
actors in continuously captured videos. We chose two videos
from the data-set, which were VIRAT S 000001(V1) and
VIRAT S 000002(V2). Due to their relatively higher duration
and relevance to the task of surveillance video summariza-
tion. Those videos showed a parking lot with people talking
together with cars moving in and out of the parking lot.

2) Private Dataset: The private data-set used was obtained
from a local grocery store. This data-set contained the records
of four cameras over one week.

The advantage of this data-set is that each surveillance video
had a duration ranging from 1 hour 50 minutes to 2 hours 20
minutes. Furthermore, all videos had a size of 0.99 GB, set
by the DVR, which allows the summarization results to be
more noticeable, unlike the short duration and smaller size
of other public data-sets data-set. The data-set will be made
public after processing it and blurring the faces of the people
shown on the videos to preserve their privacy.

a) 100H Test Results: In this test case, we choose
random videos from the private dataset to assemble a 100
hours surveillance record. as shown in Table. I, the tough
summarization reduced the video duration to 2.4% and video
size by 0.7% of the original.

TABLE I
PRIVATE DATASET 100H SUMMARIZATION RESULT

100H Test Results
Original Tough Summarized

Duration 100:01:46 2:26:25
Size 41,656 MB 310 MB

Color RGB GrayScale
No. Frames 4,321,278 105,430

C. Summarization Algorithm Results
1) Mixture Of Gaussian: The results of summarizing the

V1 video are shown in Table II. The summarized version of
the video is 7.05% of the duration of the original, while its
size is 1.10% of the original. On the other hand, the tough
summarized video has a duration and size of 3.5% and 0.11%
of the original video respectively.

TABLE II
V1 SUMMARIZATION RESULTS

V1
Original Summarized Tough Summarized

Duration 0:11:29 0:01:33 0:00:46
Size 1388 MB 15.3 MB 1.46 MB

Color RGB RGB Gray Scale
No. Frames 20,655 2,810 1,405

As for the summarization results of the V2 video presented
in Table III. The summarized version of the video is 18.22%
of the original’s duration, while its size is 1.5% of the
original. The tough summarized video has a length and size
of 9.11% and 0.15% of the original video respectively.

2) DL Summarization: As shown in Table IV using the
Deep Learning Summarization on the two videos mentioned
before can decrease the total video length for video V1 to
4.2% and the video size to 0.25% of the original. While the
length of video V2 got reduced to 15.91%, and its size to
1.11%.



TABLE III
V2 SUMMARIZATION RESULTS

V2
Original Summarized Tough Summarized

Duration 0:05:02 0:00:55 0:00:27
Size 612 MB 9.16 MB 0.9 MB

Color RGB RGB Gray Scale
No. Frames 9,075 1,654 827

TABLE IV
RESULTS OF DL-SUMMARIZATION ON VIRAT DATASET.

Video Properties VIRAT Dataset
V1 SUMM1 V2 SUMM2

Fps 30 30 30 30
Color Format YUV YUV YUV YUV
Video Format MP4 MP4 MP4 MP4

Video size 1388MB 3.52MB 612MB 6.81MB
Video duration 11:29 00:29 05:02 00:49

Number of frames 20655 854 9075 1444

D. Summarization effect on Object Detection

Table.V shows the details of the original video, followed by
the results of running object detection on it and the summaries.
Each row contains the processing time for the YoloV4-tiny
model/processing time for the yolov4 model.

The MoG summarization process reduced the time required
for object detection by 89.1% on average in the case of
tough summarization on the YoloV4 model and 90.5% for
the YoloV4-tiny model. On the other hand, the normal MoG
summarization reduced the processing time by 77.2% for the
YoloV4 model and 73.03% for the YoloV4-tiny model. Finally,
the DL approach reduced the required processing time by
90.04% for the YoloV4 model and 87.7% for the YoloV4-tiny
model.

TABLE V
SUMMARIZATION EFFECTS ON OBJECT DETECTION.

V1 Processing Time
V4 / V4-Tiny

V2 Processing Time
(V4 / V4-Tiny)

Without Summ 33.9m / 119.8m 12.29m / 52.2m

MoG Tough Summ 2.49m / 11.11m 1.43m / 6.51m

MoG Summ 6.7Mins / 23.45Mins 4.2m / 13.56m

DL Summ 1.15Mins / 4.57Mins 2.6m / 8.4m

E. Comparison

As shown in Tables II - IV, the results of the DL algorithm
are much better for summarizing a pre-recorded video, but that
comes at the cost of needing more time to run the algorithm,
which is about 4-5 times the required time for the MoG
approach. On the other hand, although the Mixture of Gaussian
algorithm has a lower summarization percentage and effect
on the object detection processing time, it compensates by
having a shorter processing time for the pre-recorded videos.
Furthermore, it has the advantage of running in real-time at
15FPS on Raspberry Pi, which is why in our opinion is more
compatible with this application.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we propose a video surveillance system that
utilizes both the cloud and edge components. The Raspberry

Pis would record the footage, summarize and compress it on
the edge of the network. The virtual machine will run resource-
intensive tasks such as humans, guns, rifles, and fire detection
on the summarized videos on the cloud. On average, the time
to perform these tasks got reduced by 83.15% for the YoloV4
object detection model and 83.765% for the yoloV4-tiny object
detection model.

Replacing Raspberry pi with other devices specialized for
edge computing such as Intel Movidius USB, Nvidia Jetson,
and Google Coral should enhance the performance of the edge
nodes. Using a virtual machine with higher processing power
is another viable enhancement, allowing the object detection
process to run in real-time on the stream received from the
Edge Node instead of waiting for the complete video to be
uploaded.
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